
Listen NOW! 
For the latest on what’s new, 
what’s trending, or what’s next, 
24/7 all talk, all healthcare, and health IT.
HealthcareNOWRadio.com

Fast Facts

Check out 
some of 

our shows

Weekdays at 8:30am, 4:30 pm and 12:30am ETHosted by: David HarlowHealthcare attorney and award-winning blogger David Harlow and his guests discuss the critical issues shaping the future of health IT and healthcare at large. 

 About 
Dr. Nick

Alexa/Siri:
play

16
shows

About 
Bruce 

Kennedy

Innovations in healthcare can be 

accomplished incrementally, not just by 

moonshot events. Dr. Nick discusses 

what the future of healthcare looks like.

  Weekdays at 4:00am, 12 noon, 

and 8:00pm ET

Hosted by: Dr. Nick

Weekdays at  at 3:00pm, 

11:00pm, and 7:00am ET

Hosted by: Bruce Kennedy

6
episodes

Fun Fact: Loves New Orleans and visits every year, despite never having attended Mardi Gras!

Favorite PodcastArmchair Experts with Dax Sheppard 
Issues like the rising costs of healthcare in 

America, to the political implications of the 

upcoming presidential election are 

examined by  industry influencers. 

Favorite Podcast:Aside from HealthcareNOW Radio…? Freakonomics and Hidden Brain

Fun Fact: Has done sky diving and free-fall (jumped out of a fully functioning airplane) several times (not tandem)

87
episodes

 Weekdays at 5:00am, 1:00pm and 9:00pm ETHosted by: Matthew Fusan Discussions on the challenges, opportunities, and best practices for thriving in the new era of value-based care (VBC.)

About 
Matt 
Fusan

25
episodes

Fun Fact:

   Likes to kayak and mountain bike

Favorite Podcast:

How I Built This

294,955episode podcasts played

1,069episodes in our library

over1,300 guests

8
network podcasts

About David Harlow
72

episodesFun Fact: 
Likes to go long-distance cycling on his 

recumbent bicycle, or kayaking 
on the local river.Favorite Podcast:

Aside from all of his HealthcareNOW Radio 

compatriots' shows: In Our Time from BBC Radio. 
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